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Honor Assembly Presents Outstanding Students Awards

Fisher, Millen, Weaver Receive Special Individual Recognition

Honors Day activities last Friday included recognition of campus leadership and the presentation of scholarship and leadership awards.

Pres. Frank J. Probst who presided over the assembly addressed the formation of a local honorary society.

The requirements to be invoked by a special assembly head the following:

1. Participation in activities
2. Character, personality
3. Class standing
4. Membership in cushion
5. Participation in academic work
6. Activity in a discipline
7. General trend of scholarship
8. Activity in the body of the society
9. Initiation at a proper time

The requirements set by the Assembly included:
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Feminine Staff Brings Chaos To On-Time Calm News

Well, it's finally happened; the Bee Gee News' feminine staff has taken over. This event, which will go down in history along with such world-shaking occurrences as the discovery of America, the battle of Valley Forge, and the Marines landing, (where? oh, just anywhere) will long be remembered by those who are fortunate enough to witness the transformation.

So why it's happened, we've attempted to piece together some of the happenings. For the record, we've asked some of the boys in the Bee Gee News staff what the present feminine staff is really like.

We've been told that it is a boy's life, but just imagine, you know. The girls are just as they are with the same qualities one would mention about the boys: nothing.

Just to be sure, we've asked the girls as well.

The Bee Gee News' feminine staff is so unlike the boys that I couldn't possibly describe them with the same qualities one would mention about the boys: perfection.

So the Bee Gee News, in an attempt to bring a bit of calm to the world of chaos, will bring this story, second verse.

Well, the Bee Gee News' feminine staff and the boys have maybe just begun on their path to becoming the kind of newspaper the world has never seen.

The Bee Gee News' feminine staff is going to bring the same story, second verse.

The Bee Gee News' feminine staff is going to bring the same story, second verse.

The Bee Gee News' feminine staff is going to bring the same story, second verse.

The Bee Gee News' feminine staff is going to bring the same story, second verse.
War Council Will Sponsor Last-All-Campus Event

By M. L. WIT

The War Council is sponsoring an all-campus get-together in honor of the graduating class of 1942 at 7 p.m. next Tuesday in the ballroom of the Student Union. This get-together will be a farewell banquet for the graduating seniors.

The banquet will be a formal, sit-down dinner with guests seated at tables according to classes. The program will consist of several speeches and the presentation of a special gift to the graduating class. The gift will be a book of poems written by Seniors in the English Department.

The dinner will be served at 8 o'clock, followed by the speeches and presentations. The program will conclude with a special musical number performed by the Glee Club.

The purpose of this event is to provide a formal farewell to the graduating seniors and to offer them a memorable celebration of their achievements.

Dishonor Day Awards Presented To Seniors Monday

All those little people who weren't there in your Monday classes will the last time...CLASS OF SO ANDRO, THIS IS YOUR LAST DAY as any Senior, who has been using his brain for four years and is mentally exhausted, this time would celebrate such an event.

At 5:30 p.m. everyone got out of bed and met in the Rec Hall where a picnic lunch was held (coffee and rice and meat-ball sandwich) and the annual Dishonor Day banquet was presented to Joan Norven Toshiba and Arlene Fisher. They were in charge of this group and in both John and Dick and I were there. We were the honor of making the presentations. Students would have a look of thriftiness. Joan Norven Toshiba and Arlene Fisher were in the presence of the V-5 cadets and the V-5 cadets were tending to their formal farewell banquet.

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Arden, of Bowling Green, are announcing the approaching marriage of their daughter, Martha Carol Norven. The wedding date has been set for the first of June, 1942. The announcement was made Saturday at a tea at which Mrs. Arden was entertained with a group of the V-5 cadets and the V-5 cadets were tending to their formal farewell banquet.

Jehovah's Witnesses torches will be used to buy refreshments, and potato chips will be sold. The stand will be located where cokes, ice-cream bars, and various confections will be sold. The stand will be opened from 7:00 until dark. At 8:30 p.m. the party will be held at the Seven Brides Green streets at the end of the war.

Student To Teach At Summer Camp

Jeanne Powell, university sopho-

People who have been in camp work the last two summers.

Bowie Attends Conference

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Collin, who have been in charge of the annual conference of the American Association of University Women, of which she is the

Mrs. Hissong Appoints Heads

Mrs. Hissong has announced the list of the classes of Education, who will be the heads of committees of the Department.

Sorority

ALPHA XI DELTA

Dee Rice, chapter chairman of Xi Delta, gave an informal party for the men last Tuesday evening at the home of Mary Alice Wolfe. The party was held in honor of the seniors who will be leaving for the war.
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Falcon Trackmen Win Undefeated Season

By NORM EDENSY

The 1948 trackmen's season closed two weeks ago at Ohio Wesleyan. When Bee Gee garnered six first places and tied for second in关 to the Toledo DeViibergs, 20 points. Scott High failed to make the district meet and thus did not figure in the history of the district meet.

In class D, Dorothy Pottenger tied for first place with 20 points, while Lakeside's Evelyn Shroer gained 23 points.

The three meets were set. In class A, Pottenger won the 100-yard dash and 200-yard dash, finished second in the long jump and finished third in the sprints.

In class B, the winner was with 65; second, Waltz, 42; and third, Libbey, 26.

Archery Tournament competing in Class C, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class Hiram Archery Tournament, competing in Class D, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class J, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

The summary of the meet is as follows:

The class A results:

• First—Dorothy Pottenger, Lakeside; second—Phil Fauble, Lakeside; third—Marilyn Burkhart, Mather.
• First—Phil Fauble, Lakeside; second—Marilyn Burkhart, Mather; third—Evelyn Shroer, Lakeside.
• First—Betty Neeb, Bonnie; second—Bonnie Neeb, Bonnie; third—Barbara DeWitt, Lima Central.

The class B results:


The class C results:


The class D results:


The class E results:


The class F results:


The class G results:


The class H results:


The class I results:


The class J results:


The class K results:


The class L results:


The class M results:


The class N results:


The class O results:


The class P results:


The class Q results:


The class R results:


The class S results:


The class T results:


The class U results:


The class V results:


The class W results:


The class X results:


The class Y results:


The class Z results:


In class A, Dorothy Pottenger tied for first place with 20 points, while Lakeside's Evelyn Shroer gained 23 points.

In class B, the winner was with 65; second, Waltz, 42; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class C, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class D, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class E, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class F, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class G, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class H, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class I, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class J, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class K, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class L, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class M, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class N, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class O, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class P, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class Q, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class R, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class S, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class T, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class U, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class V, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class W, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class X, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.

In class Y, the winner was with 60; second, Waltz, 41; and third, Libbey, 26.